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ABSTRACT

The general phenomenon of propeller thrust and torque fluc-

tuations in the behind condition is discussed. Mention is made

of published methods of calculating these fluctuations and of

some experimentally measured values. Following, the effects of

wake distribution, number of blades, propeller skew, load dis-

tribution,and stern arrangement are considered in relation to

instantaneous thrust and torque absorbed by a propeller. A

short method for the calculation of quasi-steady-state propeller

thrust and torque fluctuations is then outlined. The method of

calculation is applied to several examples and the results are

compared with those given by other methods of calculation and with

experimental results. Comparison indicates that the-short method

presented predicts thrust and torque fluctuations which are in

generally good agreement with experimental results for the cases

examined.

INTRODUCTION

The wake at a ship's propeller is usually defined by giving its time-

average axial, tangential, and radial components in the plane of the pro-

peller. For propellers operating in the behind condition these wake com-

ponents can vary both circumferentially and radially. When a propeller

operates in such a variable wake the lift forces on the propeller blades

will be continuously changing, giving rise to fluctuating thrust forces

and torque moments which are transmitted by the propeller shafting to the

ship. In addition to fluctuating thrust and torque there are, generally

speaking, other forces and moments also transmitted by the propeller

through the shafting and through the water to the ship. These are:

fluctuating bending couples transmitted by the propeller shafting, caused

by changes in the center of effort of thrust; and waterborne pressure

fluctuations acting on a ship's stern, arising from the changing pressure

field about each blade as the propeller rotates, This report, however,
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considers only the fluctuating thrust and torque transmitted by the pro-

peller through the shafting.

In recent years there has been a tendency to build ships of higher

speeds and of greater displacements. Both of these factors have increased

the required horsepower outputs of ship machinery units. As a result of

this higher powering, the magnitudes of thrust and torque fluctuations

have increased and have led to serious shaft-transmitted vibrations aboard

some ships.

In an effort to be able to choose the optimum stern plus propeller

combination for a given ship design, where the magnitudes of thrust and

torque fluctuations are held to a minimum, several investigators have

proposed calculation methods for predicting these fluctuations. None of

the methods which have been proposed, however, proceed from a complete

three-dimensional unsteady theory, which takes into account the time-

dependent distribution along helical sheets of the vortices shed from a

propeller operating in a nonuniform wake. The published methods, which may
clasifie asunstady1,2*

be loosely classified as unsteady methods,12 apply results from two-

dimensional unsteady airfoil theory and are,therefore, approximate

solutions of the propeller problem.

Other investigatorshave, as an approximation, neglected unsteady

effects altogether and calculated fluctuating thrust and torque using a

quasi-steady-state approach.3'4'5'6 This approach assumes that a blade

section in a circumferentially varying wake will develop a lift at a

position in the wake which would be equal to the steady lift developed if

this instantaneous wake were uniform circumferentially. In this case the

distribution of the shed vortices in the propeller's slipstream is con,

sidered to be independent of time.

It is important that both the prediction of the approximate unsteady

and quasi-steady methods which have been published be checked against

experimental results to determine their accuracy. It is always possible

* References are listed on page 21.
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that in many cases unsteady effects are secondary and that they may be

neglected in calculating fluctuations of propeller thrust and torque.

In a comparison of the predictions given by each analysis method,

Breslin and Ritger found that the quasi-steady-state method3 gave

thrust and torque fluctuations which were two to three times higher than

those given by their approximate unsteady theory. Unfortunately, until

recently, there have been little experimental data with which to compare

the two methods of calculation. In this report, some of the recently

published experimental measurements7 thru 13 are discussed in relation

to the predictions given by the two approaches. In addition, a short

quasi-steady-state analysis method is presented which appears to give

reasonable predictions, and which will permit quick calculation of thrust

and torque fluctuations.

BACKGROUND MATERIAL

In designing a propeller to work in a variable wake, it is customary

to neglect the effects of radial and tangential wake components. The

radial component is neglected because practicable means are not available

for treating it, and the tangential component is neglected because its

effect is considered minor, since over the entire propeller disc for a

symmetrical ship its average value is zero. Generally, they are both of

small magnitude as compared to the longitudinal component of wake. In

practice, it has been possible to design good wake-adapted propellers by

considering only the longitudinal wake, where this component is considered

uniform circumferentially, varying only with radial distance from the pro-

peller hub. Unsteady effects are not considered.

When one attempts, on the other hand, to determine the thrust and

torque fluctuations of a propeller in a variable wake, one must be con-

cerned with local wake conditions in order to arrive at the instantaneous

thrust and torque for each angular position of the propeller blades.

Approaches to the problem,therefore, have considered the local tangential

wake in addition to the local longitudinal wake, but as in design pro-

cedures have not considered the radial wake component. The significance
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of the tangential as well as the longitudinal wake in calculating the

instantaneous thrust and torque at a blade section may be readily visualized

by considering its effect on the local advance angle ( ) as shown in

Figure 1.

Hence, the methods based on "unsteady" theory or quasi-steady-state

theory have both required complete descriptions of the tangential and

longitudinal wakes. With this information as a base, instantaneous thrust

and torque for any angular position of the propeller blades are worked out

for a given propeller whose pitch, camber, and thickness distributions are

known. The quasi-steady-state method given in Reference 3 determines

local thrust and torque coefficients using the Burrill calculation pro-14
cedure.14 The "unsteady" methods given in References 1 and 2 also use

the Burrill calculation, except that continuously varying corrections to

the coefficients are made, based on two-dimensional unsteady airfoil

theory. The local section coefficients are then integrated along each

blade and the total instantaneous thrust and torque of the propeller deter-

mined.

Other investigations1 5,1 6 have, instead of using the Burrill pro-

cedure, made estimates of fluctuating thrust and torque with the Hill

method.1 7 There is no reason why other well-known propeller design methods

such as those of Eckhardt and Morgan1 8 or van Manen 1 9 might not also have

been used. Each of the four propeller design methods mentioned has been

used with success in designing propellers and all are based on the vortex

theory. The primary differences between them are in the evaluation of the

curved flow correction and in the criteria used for optimum circulation

distribution.

Before proceeding further, however, it would be of value at this

point. to make a few distinctions between the conditions under which a

design method may be employed successfully for general propeller design

and conditions which should be met for the calculation of fluctuating

thrust and torque. In designing a propeller, it is usually required that

the design procedure accurately assign pitch, camber, and thickness to the

blades for a single operating condition of the propeller. The reliability
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of the design method is tested by whether or not the propeller absorbs the

required power at a specified RPM and speed of advance. In all cases, the

design of a wake-adapted propeller assumes an average of the circumferential

wake distribution at each radius.

On the other hand, in calculating fluctuating forces, where local

wake conditions must be considered, there may be large deviations from the

average inflow conditions assumed in the optimum design of a propeller.

(This is especially true for single-screw ships). It is important, there-

fore, that in the use of current design methods to predict fluctuating

forces, a careful examination be made to determine whether they accurately

predict thrust and torque over a wide range of inflow conditions. The

check may be made by working the design methods backwards, where for a given

propeller, the performance in varying inflow conditions is computed by

iteration.

Some work has already been done on this by Kerwin, 
2 0 who programmed

the van Manen and Eckhardt and Morgan methods for the IBM 704 computer,

and with suitable corrections for drag, was able to compare the predictions

given by the two methods with experimental open water curves for twenty-one

Troost Series B propellers, over a wide range of uniform inflow conditions.

He found "...reasonably close over-all agreement between the two. However,

in many instances large discrepancies exist indicating that existing

techniques are not entirely satisfactory, even in the ideal case of an

essentially optimum open water propeller."

In all four design methods mentioned, attention must be given to the

fact that the Goldstein correction factor, used in going from the theo-

retically assumed infinite number of blades to a finite number, is employed

throughout. The Goldstein factor is derived for the special case of optimum

circulation distribution along a blade. In the case of an arbitrary cir-

culation distribution along a blade, which would exist for a blade in a

locally varying wake, Lerbs' inductioh factor
2 1 should instead be used.

In calculating the fluctuating thrust and torque of a propeller, either

exactly or by quasi-steady-state approach, using either the Goldstein factor

or the induction factor, the work involved is long and tedious and it

5
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becomes necessary to resort to the high-speed computer in order to make

the calculation tractable. As an alternative solution, it would be of

value to consider approximate methods of calculation which may be easily

worked without resort to a computer. 4
One of the first approximate solutions was proposed by Brehme. He

found that the relative effect of number of blades on the amplitude and

frequency of propeller thrust and torque fluctuations could be estimated

by use of propeller open water characteristic curves. By assuming a mean

wake from root to tip of a blade, for each angular position in a given

wake field, the local mean advance coefficients were calculated and

instantaneous thrust and torque coefficients read from an open water

performance chart for the propeller. Summing up the values for all blades,

it was possible to construct a diagram of total instantaneous propeller

thrust and torque (quasi-steady-state) versus angular position.

Later., Schuster5 and Schuster and Walinski extended this approach

and gave a comprehensive mathematical basis for the relation between a

given wake distribution and the resulting thrust and torque fluctuations.

By harmonically analyzing the wake, it was possible to show that when the

amplitudes of the wake harmonics were high at frequencies equal to integral

multiples of blade frequency ( = Z m, 7f -- - ), high thrust and

torque fluctuations (quasi-steady-state) would result at those frequencies.

For practical application of the method, it was assumed that thrust and

torque coefficient varied linearly with advance coefficient, as determined

from open water characteristic curves for a propeller, and that the local

mean wake for a blade,could in most cases, be approximated by taking the

local wake at .7R. Tangential wake, in addition to longitudinal wake,

was considered.

Having generally discussed the work which has been published on the

subject, it would be of value to treat in more detail some of the principal

parameters involved in the calculation of thrust and torque fluctuations.

SOME SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS

The following factors and their relationship to instantaneous pro-

peller thrust and torque fluctuations will be discussed:
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1. Wake field and the harmonic content thereof.

2. Number of blades on the propeller.

3. Propeller blade skew.

4. Span-wise load distribution and blade area distribution.

5. Propeller-rudder interaction effects.

For a given wake distribution the most important factor in keeping thrust

and torque fluctuations to a minimum is in the selection of the number of

blades for the propeller. This fact has been established experimentally at

the Netherlands Ship Model Basin (see References 8, 9, and 13). The tests

were run for single-screw merchant ship propellers with four, five, and six

blades, and various skews and span-wise loading distributions.

Theoretical work on the subject (for instance, Reference 5 or 15) shows

that the amplitudes of fluctuations are directly related to the harmonic con-

tent of the wake. Since propeller thrust and torque fluctuations are peri-

odic, it has been shown that the significant harmonics of the wake are those

at frequencies which are integral multiples of blade rate. For instance, for

a four-bladed propeller, the harmonic components of order other than a mul-

tiple of four will have little or no effect on the total thrust or torque

variations. On the other hand, the number of blades for a propeller, from

the standpoint of obtaining minimum thrust and torque variations, should be

selected so that at critical blade rate frequencies the amplitudes of the

harmonics of the wake are at a minimum.

For the ideal case of a propeller working in a circumferentially uni-

form wake, fluctuations would not occur. This would be the case in uniform

flow or in the case of a propeller in steady flow behind a fully submerged

body of revolution with no appendages. For the practical case of a pro-

peller behind a single-screw surface ship the circumferential variation of

wake is large, and the degree of variation is a function primarily of the

shape of afterbody.

In the preceding section it was stated that in arriving at the quasi-

steady-state part of the solution to the problem of calculating fluctu-

ating thrust, either the Goldstein factor is employed, or, for the approxi-

mate solution, propeller open water characteristic curves are employed.

By either method the tacit assumption is made that each blade, from

root to tip, is operating in identical inflow velocities. (This would

also be true for Lerbs' induction factor.) In actuality this is not true
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for a wake field which has an arbitrary circumferential distribution. If,

however, the circumferential distribution is harmonically analyzed, since

only those harmonics whose frequencies are multiples of blade rate are

significant in this mathematical model, all blades will be working in

identical inflow velocities. This approach has been used in References 1,

5, and 6. It should be pointed out, however, that in breaking the wake

into its Fourier components and using these values as the input to the pro-

peller blades, the assumption of linear superposition is made. The validity

of the assumption that thrust and torque coefficients vary linearly with

advance coefficient depends on the degree of nonuniformity of the wake.

The greater the nonuniformity of the wake, the greater the error introduced

in making the assumption of linear superposition.

On the basis of the mathematical model, where only wake harmonics

at integral multiples of blade rate are of significance, it is not hard to

visualize the effects which blade skew has on propeller thrust and torque

fluctuations in a given wake. Suppose that the wake harmonics at blade

rate for a given propeller and wake are as shown in Figure 2, at three

representative radii of the propeller, i.e., .5R, .7R, and .9R. Assume

that the harmonic components are in phase.

To consider the effect of skew, replace each propeller blade by a

lifting line, which can be either straight or curved and which represents

the effective line of encounter, from root to tip, of the propeller blade

with the harmonics of the wake at each radius. Suppose,for a first case,

that the skew of the propeller blade is such that the effective lifting

line is straight. It is evident from Figure 2 that in this case the load

fluctuations on the propeller would be a maximum, since the wake harmonics

are in phase and a straight lifting line would pass through the maximum

amplitudes of the harmonics at the same instant at each radius. If, on the

other hand, skew is chosen so that the effective lifting line is curved,

the load fluctuations will be reduced, since the curved lifting line is no

longer in phase with the wake harmonics at each radius. The proper choice,

therefore, of blade skew can be a factor in reducing the thrust and torque

fluctuations of a propeller, I

An additional parameter which should be discussed is span-wise load

distribution along a propeller blade. In tests run for four four-bladed
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propellers having different design circulation distributions, van Manen

and Crowley 1 3 found that in a given wake the four propellers yielded nearly

identical thrust and torque fluctuations. Each propeller was designed for

the same operating condition to give the same average total output. If

the findings of these tests are generalized, it would mean that, practically

speaking, for a given propeller output, the magnitude of thrust and torque

fluctuations is independent of the design span-wise circulation distribution

along a blade. The validity of this generalization may be investigated

by separating the instantaneous thrust and torque at a section of a pro-

peller into two parts. The first part, average thrust and torque, is

related to the average inflow conditions and is produced by the section's

camber and angle of attack. The second part, fluctuating thrust and torque,

is related to the wake fluctuations and is produced by changes in the angle

of attack of the section.

Consider two casesas shown in Figure 3. In case (a) the blade section

is under load for the average inflow conditions (o), the section having

camber and angle of attack. In case (b) the blade section is under no load

for the same average inflow conditions ( .); the section has no camber or

angle of attack. In each case, the chord length and thickness distribution

is identical. If the inflow conditions are allowed to fluctuate (, ), in

order that the absolute thrust and torque fluctuations be identical, the

slopes of the thrust and torque curves when plotted against tan must be

the same. In order to check the slopes of the thrust and torque curves for

case (a) and case (b), calculations have been made according to Hill's pro-

cedure for the example given in Table 3 of his paper.17 The results of the

calculations are shown in Figure 4 for a wide range of tan values.

It is seen from Figure 4 that the slopes of K' curves for both cases

are identical, and that for the K' curves the slope for case (b) is some-Q
what less than for case (a). This single comparison indicates that thrust

fluctuation is independent of the mean load at the blade section, while

torque fluctuation may be slightly reduced by decreasing the mean load

developed by the section. This finding may be further enforced by exam-
22

ining the Troost Series open water propeller performance curves. If

they are interpreted as performance curves for a typical blade section, it

will be seen that for different pitch ratios, for a given blade area ratio
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and number of blades:the KT slopes are nearly identical, decreasing

slightly with increasing pitch ratio (mean load); whereas the K slopes

decrease somewhat faster with decreasing pitch ratio. This would indicate

that, generally speaking, thrust fluctuations tend to be reduced when the

mean load carried at a section is increased,whereas torque fluctuations

tend to be reduced when the mean load carried at a section is decreased.

Depending, therefore, on whether thrust or torque fluctuations were critical,

the designer could theoretically either increase or decrease the mean load

at a blade section working in a critical wake harmonic of large amplitude.

In practice, hcWever, the designer will not have complete freedom to

radically vary the mean span-wise load distribution along a blade, and

could,therefore, probably not realize significant reductions in the mag-

nitude of either thrust or torque fluctuations.

In the foregoing consideration it was assumed in case (b), where

the blade section was unloaded for the average inflow conditions, that the

section chord length and thickness were kept the same as in case (a),

where the blade section was loaded for the average inflow conditions. From

a cavitation standpoint, it is possible to reduce the chord length in case

(b) since the loading is reduced. Let us now consider the effect of

reduced chord length on fluctuating thrust and torque in an additional

example, case (c). Case (c) is the same as case (b3 except that the chord

length and thickness are reduced by one-half. The resulting curves of

thrust and torque coefficients versus tan values are shown for case (c)

in Figure 4.

It is seen from Figure 4 that the slopes of K' and K' curves forT Q
case (c) are slightly less than for case (a) or case (b). This single

comparison indicates that thrust and torque fluctuations may be slightly

reduced by decreasing the chord length of a blade section. As before,

this finding may be further enforced by examining the Troost Series open
22

water performance curves. At different blade area ratios, for a given

pitch ratio and number of blades the K'T and K'Q curves' slopes decrease

with decreasing blade area ratio. Hence, generally speaking, both thrust

and torque fluctuations tend to be reduced when the chord length is decreased.

In practice, however, the designer will not have complete freedom to radi-

cally change the blade area distribution, and could.therefore, probably

___ _ _~ IX I~ _I __
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not realize significant reductions in the magnitude of thrust or torque

fluctuations.

The last factor which will be considered here is the effect of pro-

peller aperature clearance. It has been known for some years that pro-

peller-excited vibrations may be reduced by providing adequate clearances23
for a single-screw propeller from the sternframe and rudder. Bunyan2 3

cites ships whose propeller-excited vibrations were greatly reduced by

small increases in clearance, and gives recommended minimum aperature

clearances.

The problem of calculating the fluctuating thrust and torque of a

propeller when aperature clearances are small, and propeller-rudder inter-

action effects are significant, is a formidable problem whose solution is

not yet know. Lotveit 1 5 has made some experimental measurements of the

effect of propeller-rudder clearance on the fluctuating torque of two model

propellers. Fluctuating torques for the two propellers were measured for

three cases: with the rudder removed, with the rudder-propeller clearance

about 18% of the propeller diameter, and with the rudder-propeller clearance

about 6% of the propeller diameter. The amplitudes of fluctuating torques

were highest for the 6% clearance, and were nearly identical for the 18%

clearance and the case of the rudder removed. Since only two clearances

were tested, it is not possible to conclude from these tests what the

minimum clearance should be in order to avoid increases in fluctuating pro-

peller thrust and torque caused by propeller-rudder interaction. The mini-,

mum clearance in most cases will probably be less than 18% (see for instance,

the recommended minimum clearances given in Reference 23). On the basis

of L tveit's tests it may be stated, however, that when the propeller-

rudder clearance is sufficiently large, the effects of interaction are

negligible, and may be omtted in the calculation of fluctuating thrust

and torque.

A SHORT. QUASI-STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS

The short quasi-steady-state method outlined below, although developed

independently, is similar to the short methods which were developed by



Brehme and Schuster.5,6 It assumes that at each angular position of a

propeller blade in a wake that°the average inflow conditions, from root

to tip, may be determined. The local inflow conditions are then used in

entering the propeller's open water performance curves, in order to deter-

mine the instantaneous thrust and torque coefficients of the propeller. The

main difference is in the method of calculation of the average inflow con-

ditions, which includes consideration of the effect of blade skew. The

method does not assume wake to vary linearly with instantaneous thrust and

torque.

The local longitudinal wake (wl ) and tangential wake (wt) components

over a propeller disc are known. It is assumed that each can be averaged

in such a way so as to give a weighted mean longitudinal wake (wl ) and a

weighted mean tangential wake (vt), which describe the overall flow to a

blade, from root to tip, for any angular position (9) in the wake.

Many proposals have been made on how to best calculate a mean nominal

wake. In this study, the mean nominal wake which is assumed to describe

the overall inflow to a blade at a given position is the elementary volume

mean wake:
I .0

I.0

The advantages and disadvantages of the different calculation methods have

been discussed by past investigators, yet, to date, the problem of calcu-

lating a mean nominal wake from wake survey data has not been regolved. In

general, however, the volume mean nominal wake is probably the most widely

accepted 24,25

For comparison purposes, two of the methods proposed have been inves-

tigated,and the results of the comparison are plotted in Figure 5 for three

single-screw Series 60 ships having different stern lines. The longitudinal

wake surveys have been taken from Reference 26, and the local wakes at the

.7 radius are shown in Figure 5; wV1 has been calculated for each angular

position in the propeller plane' in two ways:
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1. Volume mean wake, calculated according to equation [1].

2. Thrust mean wake, calculated according to: 
=  Mr AJ d

The thrust mean wake has been calculated for two different assumed design

thrust-loading distributions. In one case the distribution is of the

optimum type which would result for minimum energy loss, and in the other

case the outer radii of the blades have been unloaded. Each of the thrust

distributions used is shown in Figure 6; in addition, the equivalent

weighting curve for calculating mean volume wake is also shown.

Agreement between the three curves of mean wake calculated depends, of

course, on the degree of radial nonuniformity of the local wakes from root

to tip of a blade at each angular position. This consideration explains

the divergence of the curves which have been plotted in Figure 5. For the

V-stern, except in the region of 9 = 00, there is good agreement between the

three curves of weighted wake. For the Parent-stern and U-stern the

agreement is good except in the region from & = 1200 to e = 1806. As

should be expected, the thrust mean wake curves for optimum load distribu-

tion agree best with the volume mean wake curves, since the weighting

factors in each calculation are not radically different (see Figure 6).

It may be stated, then, that for a propeller with optimum load distribution,

the results of the volume mean wake calculation will be in close agreement

with the results of the thrust mean wake calculation.

The foregoing wake comparison has been based on the assumption of a

propeller whose blades are assumed to be represented by straight lifting

lines. For any position of a propeller blade in a wake, the effective

points of encounter at all radii along the blade lie at the same angular

position in the wake. As was shown in the previous section, the effective

line of encounter of a blade with the wake may be either straight or curved

depending upon the skew of the blade. For subsequent calculations which

are based on the method outlined in this section, the effective line of

encounter of the blade will be taken to lie along the centerline of the

projected outline of a propeller blade, and mean volume wake will be cal-

culated along this line for each position of a blade in the wake. Other

methods of representing the effective line :f encounter hbae been

)I _ ___ I_ __I____
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discussed by Saunders in Reference 27,and further work is required

before the correct representation of the effective line of encounter

is determined. It is believed, however, that the representation adopted

in this study is a reasonable approximation, yielding calculated predictions

of fluctuating thrust and torque which are in good agreement with experi-

mental results.

Having determined w1 and wt, the local mean advance coefficient (J')

may be determined for a blade at any angular position (e).

where ' C

In equation [4] wt will be either positive or negative depending on the

direction of the tangential wake flow relative to the direction of rotation

of the propeller. If flow is in the direction of propeller rotation,wt

will be negative, and if in the opposite direction wt will be positive.

By use of the characteristic open water performance curves for the

propeller, it is possible to enter at a local J' and obtain a multiple of

the instantaneous thrust coefficient, (KT)j, and torque coefficient,

(KQ )j, for each blade at a given angular position (e) in the wake (j denotes

the number of the blade). If F represents the number of blades, it is

evident that: I 1<

Letting (T) and (Q) represent the total instantaneous blade thrust and

torque for a single blade:

(T) .. U13~~ i

":
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Let,

T = Total instantaneous thrust of all blades

Q = Total instantaneous torque of all blades

:a~

The percentage fluctuation in thrust (T-T ) and torque (-: ) where

To and Qo are the average total thrust and torque of the propeller,may

now be determined

9 CA ~jQe'O \li
Hence,

- =j-T.I/Y\

AE and A correspond to given angular orientations of the propeller
IT. Qo

in the wake. By repeating this calculation for other positions of the

propeller, it is possible to construct curves of the propeller's thrust

and torque fluctuations versus angular position (9). The curves will be

periodic, repeating every -1 degrees, and calculations need be made over

only one interval.

In practical problems, it will be necessary for comparison purposed

to find the harmonic components of the thrust and torque fluctuation

curves. Since the only significant harmonics are the harmonics of blade

frequency, where blade frequency ( is given by,

the harmonics of the blade frequency will correspond to integral multiples

of fb. Hence,
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First harmonic corresponds to f

Second harmonic corresponds to 2f

Third harmonic corresponds to 3fb . . . and so forth.

Harmonic analysis may be performed by numerical integration (for example,

see Reference 28) of the thrust and torque fluctuation curves in order to

determine the Fourier coefficients, and therefore the amplitudes of the

fluctuations for each harmonic of blade frequency. It is assumed that

only harmonic thrust and torque outputs can excite and sustain a vibration,

and that they, therefore, are the measure of the fluctuating thrust and

torque charaqteristics of a propeller working in a variable wake.
2 9

In applying the method outlined here, great care must be taken in com-

puting the mean wake curves and in reading instantaneous thrust and torque

coefficients from open water propeller characteristic curves. As is true

by any method of calculation of fluctuating forces, the predicted results

depend on small differences between large numbers, and in most cases,

the fluctuating thrusts and torques will fall within a range of only 0 to

15% of the average values.

In calculating the local advance coefficients (J') for entering the

open water propeller performance curves,the calculated local volume mean

wake should be adjusted by multiplying it by the ratio of the effective

thrust mean wake to the average volume mean wake. This adjustment is made

in order to account for the fact that uniform flow propeller performance

results are being used to estimate propeller performance in heterogeneous

flow.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS

Comparison with Other Calculated Results

The short quasi-steady-state method outlined in the previous section

has been used to calculate the fluctuating thrust of the four-bladed pro-

peller for the wakes of the three Series 60 sterns reported in Reference 26.

The local volume mean longitudinal and tangential wakes shown in Figure 7

were calculated assuming the line of encounter of the propeller's blades

with the wake to be straight, since the calculated results given in Reference

2 are based on this assumption. The average volume mean wakes, (1-W l)m,
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over the entire propeller disc were calculated for the three sterns from

Figure 7 and are shown in Table I. The model test effective thrust wakes,

(1-Wl)T,are also given. In calculating the local advance coefficients

(J') from the curves given in Figure 7, an adjustment was made by multi-

plying these advance coefficients by the ratio of the effective thrust

mean wake to the average volume mean wake (see Table I).

The calculated quasi-steady-state predictions given in Reference 26,

which are based on the Burrill method3,l4 are given in Figure 8 along with,

the calculated results of the short method. The amplitude, peak to trough,

of thrust fluctuation is in each case greater according to the short

method. The amplitude of fluctuation for the first harmonic predicted by

the short method is from 35% to 75% greater than that predicted by the

Burrill method. It is interesting to note, however, that for the first

harmonic each of the two methods is qualitatively in agreement. From the

standpoint of minimizing the first harmonic thrust fluctuations, by either

method, the order of preference for the three ships is firstly the V-stern,

next the Parent-stern, and lastly the U-stern.

The results of the short method shown in Figure 7 have been calculated

in two ways: first, neglecting the effect of the tangential wake (wt ) and,

second, including its effect. As shown in Figure 7, the effect of including

wt is small in the case of the three sterns considered for the four-bladed

propeller. For a four-bladed propeller, no matter what the angular orienta-

tion of the propeller, two blades will be working in the starboard side of

the wake and two in the port side. Since the tangential wake is positive

on one side and negative on the other side, its effect will tend to be

cancelled. For a five-bladed propeller, the effect of tangential wake

will tend to be more appreciable.

Comparison with Experimental Results

The predictions of the short method have also been compared with the

experimental results for a single-screw tanker with two different stern

arrangements and several propellers.9 The experimental measurements were

made at the Netherlands Ship Model Basin using their most recently developed
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instrumentation. Calculations have been performed for Propellers I, II,

V, and VI, for the Conventional and Mariner Sterns in loaded condition.

The fluctuating thrust and torque calculations for Propellers V (6 blades)

and VI (4.blades) hvve neglected tangential wake. For Propellers I and II

(5 blades), tangential wake has been included. Since a tangential wake

survey was not made, estimated values have been used. The volume mean

longitudinal and tangential wakes are shown in Figure 9.

In calculating the local advance coefficients (J') from the curves

given in Figure 9, an adjustment was made by multiplying these advance

coefficients by the ratio of estimated effective thrust mean wake to the

average volume mean wake (Table II). The lines of encounter of the blades

with the wake have been taken along the centerlines of the projected areas

of the propeller blades. The estimated open water performance curves for

the four propellers are shown in Figure 10, and have been extrapolated from

the curves given in References22 and 29. The average advance coefficients

and thrust and torque coefficients are given in Table II for cases

examined.

The experimental and calculated thrust and torque fluctuations for the

Conventional Stern are shown in Figure 11. The agreement in the amplitude

of fluctuations of the harmonics is good, except for the the thrust fluc-

tuations of Propeller V. For each propeller, the calculated curves have

been displaced &0 degrees to facilitate comparison of the calculated and

experimental results. As shown in Figure 11, a~ varies between 0 and -5

degrees, indicating close phase agreement.

The experimental and calculated thrust and torque fluctuations for the

Mariner Stern are shown in Figure 12. Agreement is good both in amplitude

of fluctuation and phase, between calculated and experimental results, for

Propeller VI. In the case of Propeller II, the agreement is not very good,

either in amplitude or phase. The reason for this disagreement is not known.

In view of the generally good agreement for the other cases examined, the

accuracy of the experimental results for this case is questioned.

One point which should be mentioned is the relationship between the per-

centage fluctuations in thrust and torque. Both the calculated and measured
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results show that the percentage fluctuation of thrust is greater than for

torque. For the first harmonics, the measured percentage torque fluctuations

fell in a range of between 45 to 65% of the measured percentage thrust

fluctuations, compared to 65 to 75% for the calculated results. It is not

clear why this discrepancy exists. Assuming the curves of open water thrust

and torque coefficients to be approximately equidistant from each other

over a range of advance coefficients (J'P), the ratio of the amplitudes of

percentage torque fluctuation to percentage thrust fluctuation according

to the short method of calculation will be roughly the same as the ratio

of the average thrust coefficient to ten times the average torque coefficient.

It is of interest to note that in Reference 12, where a comparison is pre-

sented of the measured peak-to-peak thrust and torque fluctuations by two

different experimental techniques, the Netherlands Ship Model Basin obtained

a ratio of 47%, whereas the Hamburg Ship Model Basin obtained a ratio of

60% for the same ship and propeller. The agreement was good for thrust

fluctuation, the discrepancy occurring for the measured torque fluctuation.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the generally good agreement between the thrust and

torque fluctuations calculated by the short quasi-steady-state method and

those measured, it appears that unsteady effects are secondary effects for

the cases examined. This finding is especially surprising in view of the

fact that in two-dimensional unsteady airfoil theory, unsteady effects are

governing in the range of reduced frequencies for the propellers examined

above. The first harmonic reduced frequencies (W=1_.) for propellers I,

II, V, and VI fall within the range of approximately 1.2 to 2.0, where:

V is the first harmonic frequency of oscillation in radians per second

(V=Nm\), c is the chord length at .7 radius, and U is the resultant

inflow velocity at .7 radius. For this range of reduced frequencies,

Sears3 0 shows that for a two-dimensional airfoil operating in a sinusoidal

gust, the unsteady lift fluctuations are less than one-half of those given

by quasi-steady theory. This, in effect, appears to be what Breslin and

Ritger determined by applying Sears' two-dimensional unsteady theory to
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the calculation of fluctuating propeller thrust and torque. Contrary

to this finding, Figures 11 and 12 indicate that in most cases, the quasi-

steady predictions by the short method tend to slightly underestimate the

peak to trough amplitudes of fluctuating thrust and torque. Further, since

this study was begun, it has been rationally argued in the Authors! Closure

to Reference 26, that correct unsteady theory for propellers could predict

fluctuating forces which are higher or lower than those given by quasi-

steady theory. It is evident, then, that more work must be done in order

to find an adequate unsteady theory for propellers, which takes into

account aspect-ratio effects and the distribution of shed vortices on

helical sheets in a propeller's wake.

In regard to the Burrill method, or any other method of propeller

design which is worked backwards to determine fluctuating propeller thrust

and torque, further work must be done in order to find a design method

which will predict the off-design performance of propellers. It is believed

that the Burrill method, which was no doubt not developed for off-design

predictions, has been used too hastily for the calculation of fluctuating

thrust and torque and underestimates the slopes of the KT and K curves

over a wide range of J values. Hence, the disagreement between the pre-

dictions of the short method and the Burrill method as applied in Reference

26, shown in Figure 8.

The short method outlined here, while it gives results which are in

good agreement with experimental results, is intended primarily as a way

of making rapid estimates of fluctuating thrust and torque, and was used

here as a convenient tool for comparison with other methods and with experi-

mental results. Before the short method can be applied with confidence, it

will be necessary to compare its estimates with further experimental results

for which complete information is available.

The advantage of the short method lies in its simplicity, and for this

reason, it may be useful to naval architects during the preliminary stages

of ship design. It treats total blade performance without considering

separately the local performance at each radial section along a propeller

blade. To summarize, the required data for making the calculation are:
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1. Longitudinal and tangential wake description.

2. Propeller characterijtic performance curves.

If propeller performance curves are unavailable, they may be estimated

from published open water series data, as was done for some of the above

examples.
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PROPELLER 3376 (4 blades)

I I I I I I I I PARENT STERN (Model 4280)

20 ----- Reference 26 (rt included) 100% Displacement

s - ---- Short Method (wt not incl.) Ship Speed - 17.5 knots

15 Short Method (t included)

10 10 Calculated Harmonic Components as

AT 5 % of Average Thrust

To 0 \-* :; d2THRUST

5 Harmonic I
s t  

2
n d  

3
rd

Reference 26 7.2 1.7 0.2
-10 I I [ I I - (wet included)

0 30 0 60 90 Short Method 12.6 4.1 1.9
(w not incl.)

PROPELLER 3376 (4 blades)

20 I I I I I I U-STERN (Model 4281)
20 - Reference 26 (wt included) 100% Displacement

15 -- -- Short Method (wt not incl.) Ship Speed - 17.5 knots

10 + Short Method (wvt included)
10

T Calculated'Harmonic Components as

T % of Average Thrust

ToAT
N__T THRUST

-10- Reference 26 8.9 0.7 1.4

} [ I I [ [ I (wt included)

0 30 60 90 Short Method 13.5 1.1 1.0

(wt not incl.)

PROPELLER 3376 (4 blades)

V-STERN (Model 4282)

100% Displacement

II I I I I Ship Speed - 17.5 knots
15 - Reference 26 (;t included) Ship Speed - 17.5 knots

10 --o--- Short Method (wt not incl.

5 + Short Method (wt.included) Calculated Harmonic Components as

T 5% of Average Thrust

o 0 To THRUST

SHarmonic 1 st 2nd 3 rd

0 30 60 90 Reference 26 4.5 2.8 1.2
8 (wt included)

Short Method 6.1 2.4 1.3
(wt not incl.)

Figure 8 A Comparison of the Calculated Quasi-Steady-State Propeller Thrust
Fluctuations given in Reference 26 with those Determined by the
Short Method, for Three Series 60 Sterns
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6 PROPELLER I (5 blades)

4 CONVENTIONAL STERN

A T Load Condition

To 3 100% Power Absorption
o0

02 - + - Harmonic Components as % d

Average Values
* 4 -

THRUST
- Measured

--o-- Calculated ( t included) Harmonic 1 st 2nd 3 rd

+ Calculated (wt not incl.) Measured 1.7 3.6 0.5

4 - AQ Calculated 2.1 2.5 0.1
AQ 2 (wt included)

TORQUE
*2.

0 + Harmonic 1 st 2nd 3rd

-2 Measured 0.9 1.6 0.3

Calculated 1.4 1.5 0.1

(wt included)

III I I I I

0 30 O 60 72

I I I I I

6 - PROPELLER II (5 blades)

4 CONVENTIONAL STERN

AT 2 T Load Condition

To 0 T 100% Power Absorption
00O

&2 .5 0  + + +
-2 - -Harmonic Components as % of

*4 + Average Values

------ Measured THRUST

- -- Calculated (t included) Harmonic 1 st 2nd 3 rd

+- Calculated (wt not incl. ) Measured 2.4 2.8 0.5

4 - - Calculated 2.4 2.0 0.2

&Q 2 + Q  +(;t included)

Q00Q TORQUE
t 2nd rd

-2 arm c Hasrmonic T 2 d 3 rd

+ Measured 1.1 1.4 0.3

4 - Calculated 1.5 1.5 0.1

(wt included)

0 30 0 60 72

Figure 11 A Comparison of the Measured Propeller Thrust and Torque
Fluctuations given in Reference 9 with those Determined
by the Short Method, for the Conventional Stern
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PROPELLER V (6 blades)

CONVENTIONAL STERN

5 Load Condition

_T 100% Power Absorption

To

0
0 Harmonic Components as % of

Average Values

*5 - - THRUST

Harmonic 1st 2nd 3 rd

Measured Measured 9. C 2.6 1.0
---o- Calculated (;rt not incl.) Calculated 6.1 1.1 0.1

5 - (tnot incl.)

-- Qo TORQUE

0 Harmonic 1st 2nd 3 rd
0

= Measured 4.3 0.8 0.3

Calculated 4.3 0.8 0.1

-5 I (W t not incl.)

0 30 0 60

I I I I I I i I

15 PROPELLER VI (4 blades)

10 T CONVENTIONAL STERN

T Load Condition
& T5- o

T 0 100% Power AbsorptionTo  0 ---° ° 1
- Harmonic Components as % of

10 Average Values

THRUST
SMeasured Harmonic I

st  n d  rd

i Calculated (wt not incl.) Harmonic 1s 2n 3
Measured 13.0 3.8 0.6

15 Calculated 10.8 3.4 1.0

10 Q (t.not incl.)

Q 5 Qo TORQUE
AQ 5o

Qo 0 
Harmonic 1st 2nd 3 rd

S - Measured 7.5 2.1 0.7

5 - Calculated 8.0 2.6 0.8

I I I I I I I (wt not incl.)

0 30 0 60 90

t Figure 11 (Continued)
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PROPELLER II (5 blades)

T A MARINER STERN

2T T Load Condition

0 100% Power Absorption

*2 -
- Harmonic Components as % of

*4- -Average Values

- Measured THRUST

---- Calculated (t included) St nd rd

4 Calculated (t not incl.) Harmonic 1 2 3

4 Measured 3.1 2.0 0.2

Calculated 1.2 1.3 0.5

2 2 
(Q t included)

Qoo A = *go
Qo0 TORQUE

-2- Harmonic I
s t  

2nd 3rd

Measured 2.0 0.7 0.1

Calculated 0.8 1.0 0.0

I I I I (w included)

0 30 e 60 72

I I I I I I I
15 - PROPELLER VI (4 blades)

10 - AT MARINER STERN

T Load Condition

TO 0 100% Power Absorption

Toso& =-So

5- - Harmonic Components as % of

- 10 Average Values

THRUST

----- Measured Harmonic 1st 2nd 3 rd

---- Calculated (wt not incl.) Measured 9.7 2.7 1.1

Calculated 9.6 2.6 0.8

10 - - (w t not incl.)

Q TORQUE

Qo0  Harmonic 1 st 2nd 3 rd

Measured 5.3 1. 1 01.
SCalculated 7.2 1. 9 0.5

I I I I I l l I (wt not incl.)

0 30 0 60 90

Figure 12 A Comparison of the Measured Propeller Thrust and Torque
Fluctuations given in Reference 9 with those Determined
by the Short Method, for the Mariner Stern
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